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Personal Identification Numbers (PINs) and pattern drawing have been used as common authentication methods especially on
smartphones. Suchmethods, however, are very vulnerable to the shoulder surfing attack.Thus, keystroke dynamics that authenticate
legitimate users based on their typing manner have been studied for years. However, many of the studies have focused on PC
keyboard keystrokes. More studies on mobile and smartphones keystroke dynamics are warranted; as smartphones make progress
in both hardware and software, features from smartphones have been diversified. In this paper, using various features including
keystroke data such as time interval and motion data such as accelerometers and rotation values, we evaluate features with motion
data and without motion data.We also compare 5 formulas for motion data, respectively.We also demonstrate that opposite gender
match between a legitimate user and impostors has influence on authenticating by our experiment results.

1. Introduction

As we live in the smart era, the number of smartphone users
grows every year [1, 2], whereas security measures to authen-
ticate for an owner are standstill. Pattern drawing and PIN
entering are most often used, and nowadays fingerprint scan-
ning or other biometric data scanning is also often adopted as
an authentication method [3, 4]. The latter are known to be
safer than the former, since simple patterns and PINs can be
leaked via shoulder surfing attacks. However, users often pre-
fer using patterns and PINs rather than fingerprint scanning
because fingerprint scanning sometimes fails and should be
repeated. Therefore, to provide a moderate usability, devices
providing biometric data-based authentication also provide
backup authentication methods such as PIN or patterns.

Keystroke dynamics has appeared to complement such
problems by checking not just the numbers or patterns but
also how a user types (the time speed, touch size, and
so on), the so-called keystroke dynamics. By combining

PIN (or pattern) and keystroke dynamics as a multifactor
authentication, keystroke dynamics strengthens user authen-
tication. Clearly, biometric data can be multifactored with
PIN and pattern as amultifactor authentication.However, the
biggest problem with using biometric data is that the device
should securely keep the biometric data in private: leakage of
biometric data of a user invalidates lifetime use of the user’s
biometric data as a private key. On the other hand, keystroke
dynamics change as PIN or secret pattern changes. Thus,
using keystroke dynamics as an authentication factor is less
risky upon compromise.

In this paper, we look into keystroke dynamics focusing
on smartphones that have a touchscreen and on-board
motion sensors. The keystroke dynamics authentication has
been substantially researched particularly on personal com-
puter keyboard keystroke dynamics. Keystroke dynamics on
smartphones can have more diverse features since a smart-
phone has a touchscreen. Furthermore, since 2010, many
smartphones are equipped with motion sensors such as
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accelerometer and gyroscope. Since 2002, researches on
mobile keystroke dynamics have been studied; however,
still more researches are necessary to improve performances
(error rates), characterize undiscovered important features,
or find better classification methods.Therefore, in this paper,
we focus on smartphone keystroke dynamicswith 6-digit PIN
with distance-based classification. We develop application,
collect user keystroke data, experiment classifications, and
show our results.

Our contributions are the following. We collected user
data samples and experimented keystroke dynamics using
themost simple classification algorithm, distance-based algo-
rithm.We experimented with both of Euclidean distance and
Manhattan distance and obtained better performance with
Manhattan distance, 7.89% EER (equal error rate). Compared
to the state of the art, ours give considerably good perfor-
mance.There are three previous studies that performed better
than ours. However, they are not with 6-digit PIN: one is with
4-digit or 8-digit PIN [5], one is with thumbnails (images) [6],
and the other is with 300 characters [7]. Our experiment and
results are most relevant to real-world applications of 6-digit
PIN and keystroke dynamics multifactor authentications
since to certain level of security and usability, 6-digit PIN
is popularly used and no method other than the PIN itself
(images or characters) is required. We also discovered an
interesting aspect of keystroke dynamics. Our experiment
result shows that keystroke dynamics are more effective in
opposite gender imposters: FAR reduces when imposters are
opposite gender compared to when imposters are the same
gender. We also investigate which features have influence on
reducing FAR and analyze feature characteristics. Our result
can be useful to applications where gender authenticity is
very important, for instance, online dating or online same
gender competition exam/game. This result is not about
gender classification, but one observation from keystroke
dynamics based user authentication study. The contribution
of this result is providing further understanding of keystroke
dynamics characteristics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss related work and compare former studies. In
Section 3, we discuss distance-based algorithms which are
used to classify a legitimate user and how the classification
works. In Section 4, we explain what features were extracted
and the background of our experiment.We analyze our result
in detail in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our study and
propose future work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Keystroke dynamics was proposed as a user authentication
first in 1975 [19] and it was started from typing rhythms
of users on the computer keyboard. Since then, two studies
[20, 21] also showed the possibility with good results from
experiment with few subjects in 1977 and 1980, respectively.

Keystroke dynamics experiment using the computer key-
board were conducted first by Umphress and Williams in
1985 [22]. In their study, they make a reference profile of
a legitimate user using mean keystroke latency and mean
time interval of consecutive characters so that it distinguishes

the legitimate user from others. The result the study showed
was 11.7% FAR (false acceptance rate) and 5.8% FRR (false
rejection rate).

From 2002 to 2006, studies about keystroke dynamics
on the mobile were studied first [8, 9, 23]. Latency between
pressing and releasing a key and between pressing the first
key and the last key (hold time) was used as features to
authenticate [9].

In 2009, Saevanee and Bhattarakosol [24] suggested
keystroke dynamics using finger pressure on the touchscreen
first. It showed 99% accuracy with the Probabilistic Neural
Network (PNN).AsAndroid 1.6, called “Donut,”was released
on September 15, 2009, more various types of features such as
a size of fingertip, orientation of a device, and angle of a device
were available and, thus, more studies have made progress in
reducing EER (equal error rate) using them [25].

Since December 6, 2010, Android 2.3 provided data from
gyroscope, rotation vector, linear accelerometer, and gravity.
Thus, more features can be extracted from them. Cai and
Chen [26] first made use of orientation of a device as a feature
of keystroke dynamics, and they guessed key numbers by
angles of 𝑥-axis (azimuth), 𝑦-axis (pitch), and 𝑧-axis (roll)
and showed 71.5% accuracy. In addition, studies using both
orientation and accelerometers have been researched. Xu et
al. [27] guessed the enter keys and showed 88.7% accuracy
which is higher than the former study, and Wu and Chen
[14] showed 0.556% EER using these two features and time,
pressure, and size features.

Table 1 shows the mobile keystroke dynamics studies.
Mobile keystroke dynamics compares results using PIN (Per-
sonal Identification Number) or characters in experiments.
At the beginning in mobile keystroke dynamics study, EER
for 4-digit PIN was 11.3% [8] and 8.5% [9]. Since then, studies
have been conducted on various PINs such as 6-digit, 8-digit,
10-digit, and 16-digit PINs beside 4-digit PIN. Chang et al.
[13] showed EER of 23%, 21%, and 16% for 6-digit, 8-digit,
and 10-digit PINs. And also Teh et al. [18] showed EER of
7.57% for 4-digit PINand 5.49% for 16-digit PIN. Experiments
using characters as well as PIN have been conducted. Starting
with EER 6.9%of the study using 6 characters [9], experiment
using 6 to 8 characters showed EER of 21.02% [15], using
10 characters showed EER of 0.806% [16], and using 34
characters showed EER of 9.3% [17], respectively. Later, there
was a new type of study that extracts pressure and time
interval from image instead of keys [6].

Classifying users, there were different approaches using
distance-based classifier beside the statistical and the neural
network classifier. Among experiments on 4-digit PIN, the
Euclidean distance classifier showed 20% of EER [10] and
the nearest neighbor distance classifier showed 3.65% of EER
[5]. In one study using characters instead of PIN, it utilized
various distance-based classifiers and obtained 2.2% FAR
and 4.6% FRR using both the weighted Euclidean distance
classifier and the array disorder method [7]. However, their
result is based on 300 characters. Study comparing various
distance-based classifiers, respectively, evaluated that kNN
Manhattan weighted distance and kNN Manhattan scaled
weighted distance were the best as 8% EER [5]. Other
study comparing three distance-based classifiers, Manhattan,
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Table 1: Comparison of studies for keystroke dynamics. Motion data column indicates whether features from motion data are used or not.

Authors Year Methodology Motion data Number of
subjects

Number of
training samples Classifier EER

(%)

Clarke et al. [8] 2003 4-digit PIN X 30 30 Statistical 11.3
Clarke and Furnell
[9] 2007 4-digit PIN X 30 30 Neural network 8.5

6 alphabetic
characters Neural network 15.2

Chang et al. [6] 2012 3–6 thumbnails X 100 5 Statistical 6.9
De Mendizabal-
Vázquez et al. [10] 2014 4-digit PIN O 80 3–9 Euclidean distance 20

Zheng et al. [5] 2014 4-digit PIN/
8-digit PIN O 80 80 Nearest neighbor

distance
3.65/
4.45

Samura et al. [7] 2014 300 characters
(approximately) X 43 5

Weighted
Euclidean distance
+ array disorder

2.2
FAR,
4.6
FRR

Giuffrida et al. [11] 2014 8-9 characters O 20 40
(approximately)

kNN (𝑘 = 1)
Manhattan
weighted,

kNN (𝑘 = 1)
Manhattan scaled

weighted

8

Antal and Szabó
[12] 2015 10 characters X 42 2/3 of data Manhattan

distance 12.9

Chang et al. [13] 2016
6-digit PIN
8-digit PIN
10-digit PIN

X 100 100 Statistical
23
21
16

Wu and Chen [14] 2015 8-digit PIN O 100 500 SVM 0.556

Buschek et al. [15] 2015 6–8 characters X 28 - Probabilistic
modeling 21.02

Dhage et al. [16] 2015 10 characters X 15 10 Statistical 0.806
Bond and Awad
[17] 2015 34 characters X 25 - Neural network 9.3

Teh et al. [18] 2016 4-digit PIN
16-digit PIN X 50/150 7

Gaussian
estimation,𝑧-score matching
function,

standard deviation
drift

7.57
5.49

Mahalanobis, and Euclidean distance, showed that the Man-
hattan distance classifier was the best being 12.9 EER and it
was better than others by about 3% [12].

3. Distance-Based Classification Algorithms

As a behavioral biometric authentication, keystroke dynam-
ics authenticationsmake use of unique rhythms and behavior
when a person types keys or characters on a keyboard.
For authentication, first, a template of a legitimate user is
created by feeding feature data into the template, and it is
used to distinguish a legitimate user from imposters. Various
classifiers are employed to decide the result such as support

vector machine, multilayer perceptron, 𝐾-nearest neighbor,
and distance-based classifiers.

In this paper, we use distance-based classifiers and clas-
sified if it is a legitimate user or not by computing a distance
between a sample and mean point of user samples.

First of all, data samples are scaled to reduce the
influences from different feature scales. For distance-based
classifications, we need to define distancemetric to use. In our
experiment, we choose Euclidean distance and Manhattan
distance. We review each definition in the next.

3.1. Scaling (Preprocessing). Since there are various on-board
sensors in devices, units are different depending on a sensor
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Figure 1: Feature configuration.

type and thus needed to be scaled within the same or fixed
range to use as features; different units can be unexpected
weighted values and cause different results. To scale various
units, we use two scaling methods: the MinMax scaling and
the standard scaling.

3.1.1. MinMax Scaling. The MinMax scaling is a scaling that
scales data to a fixed range, 0 to 1, and it is calculated by the
following equation:

𝑋sc = 𝑋 − 𝑋min𝑋max − 𝑋min
, (1)

where 𝑋 is a set of data, 𝑋min is the minimum value of the
data, and 𝑋max is the maximum of the data. 𝑋sc represents
the result, scaled𝑋.
3.1.2. Standard Scaling. The standard scaling scales data, 𝑥,
where themean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1 so that the
data are scaled around 0 with the standard deviation value, 1.
The formula is given by

𝑧 = 𝑥 − 𝜇𝜎 (where 𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 = 1) , (2)

where 𝜇 is the mean of 𝑥 and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of 𝑥.
3.2. Distance Metrics

3.2.1. Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean distance is cal-
culating the distance between two 𝑛-dimension vectors,𝑝(𝑝
1
, 𝑝
2
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑛
) and 𝑞(𝑞
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, 𝑞
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, . . . , 𝑞
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), as a straight line and

the formula is given by
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3.2.2. Manhattan Distance. The Manhattan distance cal-
culates the distance between two 𝑛-dimension vectors,

𝑝(𝑝
1
, 𝑝
2
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑛
) and 𝑞(𝑞

1
, 𝑞
2
, . . . , 𝑞

𝑛
), by subtracting the

values and then summing the absolute of them as follows:

𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑞1 − 𝑝1 + 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑞𝑛 − 𝑝𝑛
= 𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 . (4)

4. Features and Data Collection

Possible data extracted from smartphone are divided into
two groups, keystroke data and motion data, in large. The
keystroke datameasured by gesture APIs that perceives touch
inputs from keystroke data are “time,” “size,” “coordinate,”
and so on; “time” returns the timewhen events happen, “size”
returns a size of a fingertip that pressed the touchscreen,
“coordinate” returns coordinates of a point where a user
touch. From motion sensor data, features related to move-
ments can be extracted: accelerometer, gravity, rotation, and
atmospheric pressure. In the following sections, we explain
each feature.

4.1. Keystroke Data

4.1.1. Time. In “time,” there are 4 types of down-time (DT)
and a flight-time (FT). As Figure 1 shows, a DT is difference
in time from the moment a user presses (or touches) a key
(Dn) to the moment the user releases the key (Up). A FT
is difference in time between pressing or releasing a key
and another key; time interval between releasing a key and
pressing the next key is called FT1; time interval between
releasing a key and releasing the next key is called FT2; time
interval between pressing a key and pressing the next key is
called FT3; time interval between pressing a key and releasing
the next key is called FT4. Time data, therefore, captured per
1 sample, 6-digit PIN, consist of 30-raw data in “time”: 1 DT
and 4 FT per 1 key.

4.1.2. Size. “Size” extracts sizes of user’s fingertip each time
pressing and releasing happen. Two data are captured per 1
key: one is size when pressing a key (sizeDn) and the other
is size when releasing the key (sizeUp). There are thus 12-raw
data in “size” for 1 sample, 6-digit PIN.
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Figure 2: Axes of the motion sensors, (a) accelerometer and (b) gyroscope.

4.1.3. Coordinate. “Coordinate” extracts coordinate values
for horizontal 𝑥-axis and vertical 𝑦-axis (𝑥, 𝑦), where a key
is pressed and released on the touch screen of a device. Coor-
dinate values from pressing (𝑥𝑦Dn) and releasing (𝑥𝑦Up) a
key are 4-raw data so that 24-raw data of “coordinate” are
extracted per 1 sample, 6-digit PIN.

4.2. Motion Sensor

4.2.1. Accelerometer (ACC). “Accelerometer” calculates de-
vice’s accelerometer (m/s2) of 3 axes, lateral 𝑥-axis, longitudi-
nal 𝑦-axis, and vertical 𝑧-axis as Figure 2(a), by taking gravity
values into account. Numbers of raw data of “accelerometer,”
therefore, are uneven by samples and are needed to be
reshaped as regular form. Formulas and grouping the data
to reshape are dealt with in Section 4.2.4 with the following
“grot” and “gyr.”

4.2.2. Game-Rotation (GROT). “Rotation” calculates device’s
angles with the geomagnetic field so that the values are influ-
enced by the north. “Game-rotation,” however, calculates the
angles without any influence of the north and it means that
“game-rotation” values are more accurate to measure the
relative rotation. The “game-rotation” is more suitable than
the “rotation” to tell person’s behavior pattern, and it also
returns values by 3 axes: 𝑥-axis, 𝑦-axis, and 𝑧-axis.
4.2.3. Gyroscope (GYR). “Gyroscope” measures the rate of
rotation (rad/s) of a device by 3 axes, 𝑥-axis (pitch), 𝑦-axis
(roll), and 𝑧-axis (yaw) as Figure 2(b). Filtering or corrections
for any noise or drift are not applied in “gyroscope” data.

4.2.4. Formulas forMotionData. Asmentioned, the 3 types of
motion data, “acc,” “grot,” and “gyr,” are uneven and contain
overfull data. They, therefore, need to be reshaped by some
formulas. First of all, we group them by an interval between
pressing and releasing a key and discard the rest of them.
Then there are 5 formulas for the grouped data: average value
(mean), root mean square (RMS), sum of positive values
(pos), sum of positive values (neg), and standard deviation
(std) [11].

In case of 𝑋 array of 𝑛 values, 𝑋 = {𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
}, mean

(𝑥mean), RMS (𝑥RMS), pos (𝑥pos), neg (𝑥neg), and std (𝑥std) are
defined as follows in sequence:

𝑥mean = 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑥𝑛𝑛 ,
𝑥rms = √1𝑛 (𝑥21 + 𝑥22 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑥2𝑛),
𝑥pos = 𝑛∑

𝑖=𝑖

𝑥
𝑖
(where 𝑥

𝑖
> 0) ,

𝑥neg = 𝑛∑
𝑖=𝑖

𝑥
𝑖
(where 𝑥

𝑖
< 0) ,

𝑋std = √∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2𝑛 (where 𝑥 is mean) .

(5)

4.3. RawData Collection and Extracted Features. As shown in
Figure 3, we developed an Android application that collects
raw data by entering 6-digit PIN, “766420”; the PINs were
generated by considering various positions of numbers on the
touchscreen following [18, 26].We installed the app onNexus
5X and 22 subjects (users) participated in the data collection.
100 samples were collected for each user where one sample is
one time input of 6-digit PIN. As Table 2 shows, each sample
consists of 6 sets of 20 features per one key; 5 “time” features
(DT, FT1, FT2, FT3, and FT4), 2 “size” features (sizeDn and
sizeUp), 2 “coordinate” features (𝑋𝑦Dn and 𝑋𝑦Up), 3 “acc”
features (𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧), 3 “grot” features (𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧), and 3
“gyr” features (𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧); thus, one sample has 120 features
in total.

4.4. Error Rate. Let us first define error rates. In user authen-
tication, there can be two types of errors, false acceptance
error, and false rejection error. False acceptance error (FAR)
indicates error rate of accepting an imposter user as a legiti-
mate user. False reject error (FRR) means error rate of reject-
ing a legitimate user as considering him/her as an imposter.
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Table 2: Types and numbers of features from the PIN, “766420.”

Raw data
1 key

Type Keystroke Motion

Feature Time Size Coordinate Acc Grot Gyr
DT FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4 sizeDn sizeUp 𝑋𝑦Dn 𝑋𝑦Up 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧 𝑥 𝑦 𝑧

Each #
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 Formula

5 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 features 9 features

Total # 20 features per 1 key
1 sample = 20 ∗ 6 = 120 features

Figure 3: Application to collect user data. After entering PINs,
“766420,” users enter their ID on the pop-up box.

FAR tells the soundness of the system, whether it is a
secure authentication mechanism or not. If FAR is high,
imposter users including attackers can easily go through the
authentication system. On the other hand, FRR tells the
completeness of the system whether it is usable or not. If
FRR is high, a user can fail in the authentication and has
to retry the authentication procedure again and again. In a
fuzzy data-based authentication system, there are no perfect
completeness and perfect soundness since authentication
factor has noise. In real applications, achieving good sound-
ness ismore important completeness becausemost users bear
with 2-3 retrials as long as the authentication system provides
expected level of security against imposters.

Depending on the threshold value distinguishing legiti-
mate users from imposters, FAR and FRR move. Generally,
reducing FAR increases FRR and vice versa. When they are
equalized, we say it is EER (Equal Error Rate). EER is often
used as a performance measure to show research results
of fuzzy data identification/authentication. When FAR and
FRR are close to EER, they approximately satisfy the relation(FAR + FRR) = 2 ∗ EER. Therefore, once EER is known, you
can reduce a wanted error rate (for instance, FAR) and expect

the other error rate from the relation (for instance, FRR ∼ =2 ∗ EER − FAR).
5. Experiment Results

In this section, we show our experimental results, one with
distance-based classification and another with OCSVM. We
present each result and their comparisons.

5.1. Distance-Based Classification. In our experiment, we use
two scaling methods, MinMax scaling and standard scaling,
and use two distance metrics, Euclidean distance and Man-
hattan distance (details are in Section 3). Our experiments are
done with all four combinations of two scaling methods and
two distance metrics and here we presented the best results.

We have two main results. First, our experimental result
says that adding features from motion data in addition to
features from keystroke data gives better performance (i.e.,
smaller EER). Second, our experimental result gives that
keystroke authentication is more effective against opposite
gender imposters. We further discuss two results in the next.

5.1.1. Adding Features from Motion Data. As discussed in
Section 4.2.4, motion data are uneven and contain overfull
data, while other keystroke data such as time, size, and coor-
dinate are atomic and easily transformed into a feature.Thus,
to shape motion data into a feature, there are five formula
ways: “mean,” “root mean square,” “positive sum,” “negative
sum,” and “standard deviation.” First, we experiment with
5 different formulas featuring motion data. We all tried 4
combinations of MinMax scaling or standard scaling, and
Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance. We obtained the
best result with standard scaling andManhattan distance and
present the detailed result next.

Figure 4 shows the result of the averaged EER for 5 for-
mulas, respectively, and EER of the “mean” formula, 12.63%,
is the lowest rate. We also experimented with inclusion of all
5 formulas. Still, the experiment with including only “mean”
formula gave the best result.

As seen in Figure 5, when “mean” formula of motion
data is added, the error rate improved compared to the
experiment using features only from keystroke data (time,
size, and coordinate). Using the keystroke data only, we
obtained 8.94% EER and 7.89% EER by adding the motion
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data.The EER decreased by 1.05%when themotion data were
added.

5.1.2. FAR by Gender Match. Our experimental result shows
that opposite gender’s match influences the result, especially
on FAR. If gender of a legitimate user and gender of impostors
are different, the experiment result gives lower FAR.

In Figure 6, we draw a line between male and female
by a legitimate user’s gender and compare three cases, same
gender, opposite gender, and total case, which is irrelevant to
gender. In Figure 6, dotted bars show the test results in case
of the keystroke data only and solid bars show the test results
when motion data is also used. Regardless of the case, the
result shows lower FAR if the gender between a legitimate
user and imposters is not matched. FAR decrease by 4.07%
and 0.64% in case of opposite gender formale legitimate users
and female legitimate users, respectively. Figure 6 and the rest
of the results, Figures 7 and 8, are based on the results from
experiments with standard scaling and Manhattan distance,
which gave the best result.
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Figure 6: Average FAR by gendermatch. By gendermatch, opposite
or the same, we compare keystroke data and keystroke data with
motion data.

Figure 7 shows howmuch each feature influences FAR by
gender’s match. For better vision, we also provide Figure 8
showing differences of error rate between the cases with the
same gender imposters and opposite gender imposters. From
Figure 8, we can see that the feature “grot” (“game-rotation”
that returns rotation values without the geomagnetic field)
and the feature “sizeDn” (a size when pressing a key) reduce
FAR the most upon standard scaling.The biggest decrease on
FAR is 22.73% from“grot” and “sizeDn” and “acc” comes next
as 7.08% (7.28%) and 4.98% (5.16%). This result determining
features strong against opposite gender imposters can be very
useful in applications where gender authenticity is critical, for
instance, online dating, or online same gender competition
exam/game.

5.2. One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM). Support
vector machines (SVMs) are one of the machine learning
algorithms which is supervised and used as classification
method, regression method, or outliers detection. Using
labeled training data, SVMs find optimal hyperplane and it
is used to differentiate unlabeled data. In SVMs, a kernel
transforming data into higher dimensional data is used if
data are not linearly separate. There are various kernels such
as linear, polynomial, radial basis function, and sigmoid in
kernel function [28].

Among SVMs, there are one-class support vector
machines (OCSVMs) which are unsupervised learning and
determine whether new data is outlier or not. Using the
OCSVM, we compare with the same conditions that one is
using keystroke data only and the other is adding motion
data. As previous result with distance-based classifier shows,
EER decreases by about 1.24% using the OCSVM as well
as when the motion data were added as Figure 9 shows.
Repeating the same experiment about gender match on
the OCSVM, FAR decreasing is more obvious as shown in
Figure 10. In case of male legitimate users, FARs decline by
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Figure 8: Visualization of differences between FAR upon experiment with the same gender and FAR upon experiment with the opposite
gender imposters (i.e., the former minus the latter).

about 8% and the other case’s FARs show about a 6% drop
irrespective of data types.

6. Conclusion

Recently, new authenticationmethods on smartphones using
biometrics information such as iris scan and face recognition
are rising. However, the existing methods including PINs are
still often used. Many studies for the keystroke dynamics
are in progress to strengthen PIN-based authentication. In
our study, we include features from motion data to see how
they are effective in keystroke dynamics authentication. We
show which formula is better to handle motion data and
that keystroke authentication improves when features from

motion data are added. We obtained the best result with
motion data using “mean” formula and obtained 7.89% EER,
which is the best performance so far upon 6-digit with
distance-based classification. We also showed an interesting
result that gender’s match has influenced FAR and found
features, “grot” (“game-rotation” that returns rotation values
without the geomagnetic field) and “sizeDn” (a size when
pressing a key) that influence themost.We believe our results
will contribute to better understanding of keystroke dynam-
ics authentication and to future study and development of 6-
digit distance-based keystroke dynamics. In particular, our
result by gender match can be adopted to applications where
gender authenticity is crucial, for instance, online dating, or
online same gender competition exam/game.
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For the future work, studies for additional authentication
step focusing on specific features that are strengthened to
opposite gender are needed to be investigated. Also, we will
continue keystroke dynamics research with different pre-
processing approaches and classification methods and also
to find more appropriate combinations of features reducing
ERR.
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